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8 ABSTRACT: This study presents a comprehensive analysis of the strong cathodolu-
9 minescence (CL), photoluminescence (PL), and photoresponse characteristics of
10 CH3NH3PbBr3 nanoparticles (NPs) embedded in a mesoporous nanowire (NW)
11 template. Our study revealed a direct correlation between the CL and PL emissions from
12 the perovskite NPs (Per NPs), for the first time. Per NPs are fabricated by a simple spin-
13 coating of a perovskite precursor on the surface of metal-assisted chemically etched
14 mesoporous Si NW arrays. The Per NPs confined in the mesopores show blue-shifted
15 and enhanced CL emission as compared to the bare perovskite film, while the PL
16 intensity of Per NPs is dramatically high compared to that of their bulk counterpart. A
17 systematic analysis of the CL/PL spectra reveals that the quantum confinement effect and
18 ultralow defects in Per NPs are mainly responsible for the enhanced CL and PL
19 emissions. Low-temperature PL and time-resolved PL analysis confirm the high exciton
20 binding energy and radiative recombination in Per NPs. The room temperature PL
21 quantum yield of the Per NP film on the NW template was found to be 40.5%, while that of Per film was 2.8%. The Per NPs
22 show improved ambient air stability than the bare film due to the protection provided by the dense NW array, since a dense
23 NW array can slow down the lateral diffusion of oxygen and water molecules in Per NPs. Interestingly, the Si NW/Per NP
24 junction shows superior visible light photodetection and the prototype photodetector shows a high responsivity (0.223 A/W)
25 with response speeds of 0.32 and 0.28 s of growth and decay in photocurrent, respectively, at 2 V applied bias, which is
26 significantly better than the reported photodetectors based on CH3NH3PbBr3 nanostructures. This work demonstrates a low-
27 cost fabrication of CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs on a novel porous NW template, which shows excellent photophysical and
28 optoelectronic properties with superior ambient stability.

29 KEYWORDS: perovskite nanoparticles, porous Si nanowires, CL enhancement, PL QY enhancement, fast photoresponse

1. INTRODUCTION

30 Over the past few years, hybrid organic−inorganic perovskites,
31 especially CH3NH3PbX3 (where X = Cl, Br, and I), have
32 emerged as a promising class of semiconductors due to their
33 extraordinary performance in solar cell and other optoelec-
34 tronic devices with the advantages of high light absorption
35 coefficients, tunable optical band gap, high carrier mobility,
36 long electron−hole diffusion lengths, and low-cost and low-
37 temperature processing.1−3 Recently, perovskite solar cells
38 have achieved power conversion efficiencies over 22%.4 The
39 unique optical and electrical properties of hybrid perovskites
40 have also shown great promises in other optoelectronic
41 devices, such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs), laser, and
42 photodetectors.5−8 For different light-emitting and display
43 applications, a highly luminescent active material is desirable.
44 However, the application of perovskites in optoelectronic
45 devices is restricted due to the poor air stability and low
46 efficiency of photon emission.
47 Interestingly, perovskite nanoparticles (Per NPs) and
48 quantum dots (QDs) show much superior optoelectronic

49properties due to the size reduction and quantum confinement
50effect with respect to their bulk counterpart.9−11 There are
51several chemical processes for the synthesis of Per NPs and
52QDs, which show very high light emission efficiency.12,13 For
53device applications, Per NPs are required in a solid or thin film
54form, though the emission intensity decreases when NPs are
55deposited as thin films due to spontaneous aggregation.14 To
56overcome this issue, an alternative approach is the growth of
57Per NPs/nanocrystals (NCs) confined in porous inorganic
58templates. Several groups reported the synthesis of Per NCs on
59porous aluminum oxide (Al2O3) and silica (SiO2) templates,
60which show improved optical properties due to the size
61reduction and quantum confinement effects.14−17 Demchyshyn
62et al. used nanoporous silica and alumina thin films as
63templates for the growth of perovskite nanocrystallites, which
64showed blue-shifted and enhanced photoluminescence (PL).16
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65 Malgras et al. reported the synthesis of hybrid methylammo-
66 nium lead halide nanocrystals confined in a gyroidal
67 mesoporous silica template.18 Another advantage of these
68 Per NPs embedded in the porous template is their enhanced
69 air stability due to the encapsulation from the surrounding
70 atmosphere by the stable inorganic host matrix.11,19,20 Thus, it
71 is interesting to study the photophysical and optoelectronic
72 properties of Per NPs confined within high-aspect-ratio
73 mesoporous templates.
74 In this work, we have studied the growth of CH3NH3PbBr3
75 NPs on a highly porous Si nanowire (NW) template and
76 investigated its cathodoluminescence (CL) and photolumi-
77 nescence (PL) behaviors at room temperature as well as at low
78 temperature. First, the Si NW arrays were grown by a well-
79 known metal-assisted chemical etching (MACE) method using
80 doped Si wafer.21−23 In the MACE process, Si NW arrays are
81 mesoporous in nature due to the slow lateral sidewall etching
82 along with the fast vertical etching.21,22 The Si NWs with high
83 aspect ratio have been used for templated growth of different
84 nanostructured materials.24,25 In our earlier work, we reported
85 the controlled growth of CH3NH3PbI3 NPs with size variation
86 using mesoporous Si NW templates with different porosities.26

87 In this report, perovskite precursor solutions of different
88 concentrations were deposited by the spin-coating method and
89 postdeposition annealing produces CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs
90 nucleated at the porous sites of the Si NW surface. Due to
91 the fast crystallization by annealing, the higher-concentration
92 precursor solution forms bigger-size NPs on the template.
93 Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM),
94 energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) mapping, transmission electron
95 microscopy (TEM), high-angle annular dark field scanning
96 TEM (HAADF-STEM), and STEM elemental mapping were
97 utilized to evaluate the growth of Per NPs on the NW surface,
98 while X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis is used to confirm the
99 crystalline phase of CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs. The nature and origin
100 of CL emission from the Per NPs on the NW array was
101 systematically studied for different size NPs and for different
102 energies of the incident electron beam. The origin of enhanced
103 optical absorption and high PL quantum yield (PL QY) from
104 Per NPs was investigated. The UV−vis diffuse reflectance, low-
105 temperature PL, time-resolved PL (TRPL) analyses were
106 utilized to understand the superior optical properties of the Per
107 NPs. Low-temperature PL analysis is utilized to derive the
108 exciton binding energy (BE) for Per NPs. We investigated the
109 air stability of the Per NPs embedded in between the NW
110 array, and they showed superior performance as compared to
111 the bulk film. Finally, we explored the Si NW/Per NP
112 heterojunction as an efficient photodetector. Our Per NP-
113 based photodetector shows a high response speed and high
114 responsivity comparable to/better than the reported values for
115 CH3NH3PbBr3-based photodetectors. We demonstrate the
116 superior luminescence properties (CL and PL) of
117 CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs on mesoporous Si NW templates and
118 their application in photodetection using this novel hetero-
119 structure.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
120 2.1. Materials. Methylamine solution (CH3NH3, 33 wt % in
121 absolute ethanol, Sigma-Aldrich), hydrobromic acid (HBr, 48% in
122 water, Sigma-Aldrich), lead(II) bromide (PbBr2, 99.999%, Sigma-
123 Aldrich), diethyl ether (>99%, Merck), N,N-dimethylformamide
124 (DMF, >99%, Sigma-Aldrich), H2O2 (50%, Merck), AgNO3
125 (>99.5%, Merck), hydrofluoric acid (HF) (48%, Merck), etc. were

126purchased. The purchased reagents were used without any further
127purification.
1282.2. Synthesis of Mesoporous Si NWs. The mesoporous Si NW
129template was fabricated by the well-known metal-assisted chemical
130etching (MACE) method using Si wafer at room temperature.21,26,27

131N-type Si(100) wafers (Prime grade) with resistivity 0.01 Ω cm and
132thickness 375 μm were first cleaned by the typical Radio Corporation
133of America cleaning process.27 Next, a thin layer of the Ag-NP-
134containing film was deposited on the cleaned Si wafers by dipping it in
135a solution containing 5.55 M HF and 0.015 M AgNO3 for 5 s.
136Subsequently, the Ag-NP-coated Si substrates were immersed in a
137solution containing 3.5 mL of H2O2 (30%), 5 mL of HF (48%), and
13823 mL of deionized (DI) water for 10, 15, and 20 min for chemical
139etching and Si NW formation. To remove the residual Ag NPs after
140etching, all of the samples were dipped into HNO3 solution after the
141fabrication of NW arrays. Next, samples were dried in Ar gas flow after
142rinsing with DI water.
1432.3. Synthesis of CH3NH3Br. A 250 mL round-bottom flask was
144filled with 28 mL of a 33% solution of methylamine in absolute
145ethanol, 10 mL of a 48% solution of hydrogen bromide in water, and
146100 mL of ethanol under the nitrogen atmosphere and left under
147stirring for 2 h keeping in an ice bath.28 Then, the precipitate was
148collected by evaporating the solvent at 55 °C. The product was
149collected, thoroughly dried, and finally recrystallized from ethanol.
150Next, CH3NH3Br crystals were dried overnight at 60 °C in a vacuum
151oven and stored.
1522.4. Synthesis of CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs. The CH3NH3PbBr3
153precursor solution were prepared in N,N-dimethylformamide
154(DMF) at concentrations 0.6, 0.3, 0.15, and 0.075 M using
155CH3NH3Br and PbBr2. The prepared solutions were deposited on
156the Si NW template by the spin-coating method at 2500 rpm for 45 s.
157After spin-coating, the samples were annealed on a hot plate at 85 °C
158for 15 min, which results in the formation of Per NPs on the NW
159surface. For comparison of the properties of Per NPs with their bulk
160counterpart, the 0.6 M precursor solution was deposited on Si wafer
161to form perovskite film, and this is referred to as a bulk film. The NP
162sample details are summarized in Table S1 (Supporting Information).
1632.5. Characterization Techniques. A field emission scanning
164electron microscope (FESEM, Sigma, Zeiss) equipped with an
165energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometer was used for the
166characterization of morphologies and elemental compositions of
167different samples. The decorations of Per NPs on the NW surface and
168the crystal lattice fringe were studied by a field emission transmission
169electron microscope (FETEM) (JEOL-2100F). For FETEM analysis,
170bare Si NWs and Per NP-coated NWs were scratched and dispersed
171in toluene and then drop-cast on a carbon-coated Cu TEM grid.
172High-angle annular dark field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) of Per
173NP-decorated NWs was performed using an aberration-corrected
174STEM (JEM 2100F, 200 kV). X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku RINT
1752500 TRAX-III, Cu Kα radiation) was used for the determination of
176phase and structure of CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs. UV−vis diffuse
177reflectance spectra (DRS) were recorded using a commercial
178spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere (PerkinElm-
179er, Lamda 950). Room temperature cathodoluminescence spectra
180were recorded using Gatan Mono CL4 attached to the FESEM with
181varying beam accelerating voltages. A commercial fluorimeter (Horiba
182Jobin Yvon, FluoroMax-4) was used to record the room temperature
183steady-state PL spectra of different samples using a 405 nm diode
184laser (CNI Laser) excitation along with a band pass filter. The
185photoluminescence quantum yield (PL QY) of the Per NPs on the
186NW template and Per film was measured using an integrating sphere
187(FM-SPHERE, Horiba) attached with the fluorimeter. The details of
188the PL QY measurement are provided in Section S1.1, Supporting
189Information. Low-temperature PL measurements were performed
190using a liquid He cryostat along with a charge-coupled device
191detector. Time-resolved PL (TRPL) measurements of the samples
192were carried out using a 405 nm pulsed laser excitation, with an
193instrument time response of <50 ps (LifeSpecII, Edinburgh
194Instruments). The photocurrent characteristics of the CH3NH3PbBr3
195NP/Si NW photodetector were measured using a homemade setup
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196 equipped with a 405 nm laser, Xenon lamp with a monochromator,
197 chopper, and a Keithley 2400 source meter. All of the fabrication and
198 characterization were performed in an open air atmosphere without
199 any humidity control.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

200 3.1. Morphological and Structural Analyses.
201 3.1.1. FESEM and FETEM Analyses. The surface morphology
202 of the as-grown Si NW template without/with the perovskite
203 layer was first studied using FESEM and FETEM imaging.
204 MACE-grown Si NWs are vertically aligned, and the side walls

205of the NWs are mesoporous in nature, as reported else-
206where.21,23,26 Top-view FESEM images of the MACE-grown Si
207NWs without and with the perovskite layer are shown in
208Figure S1a,b (Supporting Information), while the side-view
209cross-sectional FESEM images of the NWs are shown in Figure
210 f1S1c,d. The length of the NW is ∼9.9 μm for sample N1. Figure
211 f11 shows the EDX elemental mapping of the cross-sectional
212area of the Per NP-coated NW (N1P2), which shows the
213distribution of different elements. From Figure 1, it is clear that
214the Per NPs are uniformly coated on the entire surface of NW
215down to the bottom of the NW. Note that perovskite layer is

Figure 1. (a) FESEM image and EDX cross-sectional mapping of N1P2. The EDX elemental color mapping of (b) silicon, (c) lead, (d) nitrogen,
(e) bromine, (f) oxygen, and (g) carbon of the selective portion of (a).

Figure 2. HAADF-STEM images of (a) a single mesoporous Si NW (N1) and (b, c) CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs decorated on Si NW in samples N1P2
and N1P1, respectively. Bright-field STEM images of (d) a single mesoporous Si NW (N1) and (e, f) CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs decorated on Si NW in
samples N1P2 and N1P1, respectively. (g) HRTEM lattice fringe image of a bare NW surface showing Si NC lattice, while the inset shows the
corresponding IFFT pattern. (h) HRTEM lattice fringe image of Per NPs in N1P2; the inset shows the corresponding IFFT pattern, which
confirms the crystallinity of CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs. (i, j) Size distribution of Per NPs in samples N1P2 and N1P1, respectively. The solid lines in each
case show the corresponding Gaussian fitting, and ⟨D⟩ indicates the average diameter of the NPs.
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216 also coated on the top surface of NW, as revealed from EDX
217 compositional mapping of sample N1P2, shown in Figure S2
218 (Supporting Information). It confirms the uniform coating and
219 the presence of Si, Br, Pb, O, C, and N, as expected. The
220 surface morphology of the bulk Per film is shown in Figure S3a
221 (Supporting Information), which reveals that the
222 CH3NH3PbBr3 film contains cubic CH3NH3PbBr3 crystals of
223 a few micrometer size. Figure S3b−g (Supporting Informa-
224 tion) shows the EDX spectra and elemental mapping of the
225 bulk perovskite film, which confirm that the concentration of
226 the different elements is uniform in the entire crystal.
227 The high-resolution surface morphology of the individual
228 mesoporous Si NW and the formation of the Per NPs on its
229 surface are characterized in detail by HAADF-STEM analysis.

f2 230 Figure 2a shows the high-angle annular dark field (HAADF)-
231 STEM image of a single NW, which clearly reveals that the
232 NW surface is highly porous and rough in nature. This is due
233 to the sidewall etching during the MACE process.22,27 These
234 pores act as nucleation sites for the growth of the Per NPs,
235 which show strong room temperature CL and PL emissions.26

236 From Brunauer−Emmett−Teller surface area analysis, it was
237 reported that the pore size on the surface of the NW is about
238 ∼4 nm and this is consistent with the HAADF image.26 Figure
239 2b,c depicts the HAADF-STEM images of uniformly decorated
240 Per NPs grown on the NW surface in samples N1P2 and
241 N1P1, respectively. It is evident from the figures that high-
242 density Per NPs are grown and decorated on the entire NW
243 surface. Figure 2d shows the bright-field STEM image of bare
244 NW, while Figure 2e,f depicts the bright-field STEM images of
245 samples N1P2 and N1P1, respectively. These images also
246 clearly depict the uniform decoration of the Per NPs on the
247 NW surface. Figure 2g shows the high-resolution (HRTEM)
248 image of the mesoporous NW surface, depicting the crystalline
249 Si NCs decorated on the Si NW as a result of preferential
250 etching. Due to sidewall etching, ultrasmall Si NCs are formed
251 on the surface of the Si NWs, and these Si NCs strongly
252 influence the optical properties of the Si NWs.27 The size
253 distribution of the Per NPs is calculated from Figure 2b,c, and
254 it is depicted in Figure 2i,j, respectively. For N1P2, the size of
255 the Per NPs is in the range 2−14 nm with a mean size of ∼8.2

256nm (Figure 2i), while for N1P1, the size varies in the range 2−
25727 nm with a mean size of ∼11.9 nm (Figure 2j). From Figure
2582b,c, it is evident that most of the porous sites of the Si NW
259surface are filled with the Per NPs and the Per NPs are partially
260embedded in the Si pores, since the average size of the NPs is
261larger than the average pore size. Thus, the pore sites act as the
262nucleation center for Per NPs and they crystallize during the
263postdeposition annealing. Interestingly, with increasing the
264concentration of the perovskite precursor, the size of the NPs
265becomes larger (N1P1). We find that the density of the NPs is
266higher in N1P2 than that in N1P1 with lesser size variation.
267During the postdeposition annealing, a higher precursor
268concentration results in the growth of bigger-size NPs. The
269smaller size and higher density of Per NPs in N1P2 have strong
270effects on the high-intensity CL emission and high PL QY
271(discussed later). Figure S4a,b (Supporting Information)
272shows TEM images of Per NPs on Si NWs in samples N1P3
273and N1P4, respectively. The particle size distribution from the
274TEM image is also calculated and is shown in Figure S4c,d
275(Supporting Information). For N1P3, the size of the Per NPs
276is in the range 2−12 nm with a mean size of ∼7.2 nm, while for
277N1P4, the size varies in the range 2−12 nm with a mean size of
278∼7.0 nm. Note that with a decreasing concentration of
279perovskite precursors, the density of Per NPs decreases in
280samples N1P3 and N1P4; as a result, lesser-intensity CL and
281PL emissions were observed (discussed later). Figure 2g shows
282the HRTEM lattice fringe pattern of bare Si NWs (N1), while
283the inset represents the corresponding inverse fast Fourier
284transform (IFFT) pattern, confirming the crystalline nature of
285the Si NCs.22 The lattice spacing of 0.19 nm corresponds to
286the Si(220) planes. Figure 2h shows the HRTEM lattice fringe
287of a single Per NP of N1P2 on the surface of Si NW, while the
288inset represents the corresponding IFFT pattern, which
289confirms the crystalline quality of the Per NP. The lattice
290spacing (0.29 nm) is related to the (200) plane of the cubic
291CH3NH3PbBr3 structure.9 Similar crystallinity has been
292observed from HRTEM for Per NPs in N1P1.
293The elemental distribution of the Per NP-decorated NW in
294sample N1P2 was further characterized by STEM−energy-
295 f3dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental mappings.

Figure 3. (a) TEM image of a Per NP-decorated single Si NW in sample N1P2 and (b−f) STEM-EDS elemental color mapping of silicon, lead,
bromine, oxygen, and nitrogen, respectively.
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f3 296 Figure 3a shows the TEM image of a single Si NW decorated
297 with Per NPs in sample N1P2, while Figure 3b−f shows the
298 corresponding spatial mapping for elements Si, Pb, Br, O, and
299 N. The high contrast of Pb and Br over Si is due to the uniform
300 decoration of NPs over the entire NW surface. The
301 contribution of oxygen in the mapping comes due to the
302 native oxide layer on the Si NW surface. However, the
303 contribution of carbon is not considered in the mapping as the
304 TEM grid was made of carbon coating.
305 3.1.2. XRD Analysis. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was
306 performed to confirm the phase and crystalline quality of Per
307 NPs on the NW template and the Per film on Si wafer. A
308 comparison of the XRD patterns of the CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs
309 with different precursor concentrations deposited on NW and
310 the bulk film is shown in Figure S5a (Supporting Information).
311 The sharp diffraction peaks imply the highly crystalline nature
312 of Per NPs and the Per film. The diffraction peaks are well-
313 matched with the literature corresponding to the cubic-phase
314 CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite.29 Note that the intensity of the
315 XRD pattern of the bulk film is much higher than that of the

316NPs (N1P1−4). This is due to the decreasing amount of
317perovskite material from sample bulk to N1P4. Note that the
318line widths of the XRD peaks are relatively higher in the Per
319NP case as compared to that of the bulk film, which is due to
320the decrease in the crystallite sizes in the NPs.30 From the
321analysis of the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the
322(100) peak, it is found that the FWHM is much higher for the
323NPs than that for the bulk film. The higher FWHM indicates
324the presence of nanocrystallites in the Per NPs (see Figure
325S5b, Supporting Information).
3263.2. Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy. To investigate
327the absorbance and band gap of the Per NPs and the Per film,
328the diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) measurement was
329performed. From the DRS data, the Kubelka−Munk (K−M)
330function, F(R), which is related to the absorption coefficient/
331absorbance, was calculated using the relation

F R
R

R
K
S

( )
(1 )

2

2

= − =
332(1)

Figure 4. (a) Comparison of the Kubelka−Munk (K−M) functions of samples N1P1, N1P2, N1P3, and N1P4 and the perovskite film on Si wafer.
The inset displays the magnified view of the absorption edges, indicating a systematic blue shift of the absorption edge for the Per NPs with respect
to that of the perovskite film. (b) Comparison of the K−M functions of Per NPs on different time etched Si NW templates.

Figure 5. (a) Comparison of cathodoluminescence (CL) spectra for the samples N1P1−4 and perovskite film characterized at 15 kV incident
electron beam accelerating voltage, and the solid lines correspond to the Gaussian fitting. (b) Comparison of CL spectra of Per NPs on different
time etched Si NW templates. The inset shows the variation of CL intensity with NW etching time. (c) CL spectra of perovskite film at 10, 15, and
20 kV incident beam accelerating voltages.
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333 where R is the diffuse reflectance of the samples and K and S
334 are the absorption and scattering coefficients, respectively.

f4 335 Figure 4a shows the comparison of the K−M function of the
336 Per bulk film, bare NW, and different concentration perovskite
337 precursors coated on NWs, while Figure 4b depicts the K−M
338 function of Per NPs decorated on Si NWs of different lengths
339 (different etching duration). From Figure 4a, it is clear that the
340 bare NW template shows the highest broadband absorbance,
341 which is due to the well-known light trapping effect by the NW
342 array.25,31 This may partly influence the light emission
343 characteristics of the Per NP grown on the NWs. (Note that
344 it is very difficult to isolate and quantify the absorbance of NW
345 template and Per NPs separately from the absorbance data of
346 Per NP-coated NW.) The inset of Figure 4a shows the
347 normalized F(R) in the wavelength region 450−550 nm, which
348 clearly reveals the absorption edge of different Per NPs and
349 bulk film. Interestingly, the absorbance edge is systematically
350 blue-shifted for the Per NPs as compared to the Per film, which
351 may be due to the quantum confinement effect on the Per.17,32

352 Note that the blue shift of the absorption edge increases with a
353 decrease in the precursor concentration, though the change in
354 shift is very small for N1P3 and N1P4. Particle size distribution
355 in the TEM image confirms that the higher precursor
356 concentration leads to bigger Per particles in the case of
357 N1P1 as compared to that in N1P2. In sample N1P2, due to
358 the small size of the NPs and high absorbance of Per NPs, high
359 CL and PL quantum yield (PL QY) is observed in this sample
360 (discussed later). Figure 4b depicts that the absorbance is
361 increased systematically with the increase in the length of the
362 NW, which results in high CL and PL intensities. We have
363 calculated the effective band gap of the bulk Per film and Per
364 NPs using the Tauc plot considering the direct band gap
365 nature of CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs/film. Figure S6 (Supporting
366 Information) shows the Tauc plot of sample bulk and N1P1,
367 which indicates that the band gap of the bulk film is about 2.22
368 eV, while it is increased to 2.30 eV for N1P1. Thus, the 0.08
369 eV blue shift in the band gap reveals the quantum confinement
370 effect in the NPs.17,32 Note that the band gap calculated from
371 the Tauc plot analysis is consistent with the band gap
372 measured from the PL peak analysis (discussed later).26

373 3.3. Cathodoluminescence Study. To study the
374 luminescence behavior of the Per NPs and Per film under
375 the high-energy incident electron beam, CL of the samples was
376 measured. All of the CL spectra were acquired with a spot size
377 of 300 μm2 of the incident beam with acquisition time 2 min

f5 378 for each spectrum. Figure 5a shows the comparison of CL
379 spectra of different Per NPs on NW template and the Per film
380 at 15 kV incident beam accelerating voltage. The symbols
381 correspond to the experimental data, while the solid lines
382 correspond to the Gaussian fitting. The relative intensity count
383 in Figure 5a reveals a significant enhancement in CL intensity
384 of the NP samples as compared to that of the bulk film. The
385 CL peak intensity is enhanced by 2.7, 3.7, 2.9, and 1.5 times for
386 the samples N1P1, N1P2, N1P3, and N1P4, respectively, as
387 compared to the Per film. The enhanced CL peak intensity in
388 Per NPs is attributed to the high surface area, quantum
389 confinement of carriers in Per NPs embedded in the
390 mesoporous NW surface, and the enhanced absorption by
391 the Per NPs. Note that though the perovskite precursor
392 concentration is higher in N1P1 than that in N1P2, the CL
393 peak intensity is greater in N1P2. The enhanced CL peak
394 intensity in N1P2 is due to the high density of smaller-size Per
395 NPs, as evident from TEM analysis shown in Figure 2i,j. The

396smaller-size NPs in N1P2 have lower defects and higher
397absorbance than those in N1P1. CL peak broadening of the
398samples is believed to be due to the high-energy electron
399excitation, leading to population of higher vibrational modes,
400as well as electron beam-induced defect creation in the Per
401NPs and Per film.33 There may be creation of defects and
402dynamic healings during the electron beam irradiation, which
403may be partly responsible for the higher-energy CL peak and
404hence broadening of the CL emission peak.34 To investigate
405the origin of CL emission, we deconvolute the CL spectrum of
406NPs samples with two Gaussian peaks, while that of the bulk
407film was deconvoluted with three Gaussian peaks, as shown in
408Figure 5a. Note that the penetration depth of electrons is much
409lower than that of the photons; as a result, the CL emission
410primarily comes from the near-surface region of the NPs.35

411The higher-energy peak 1 of the Per NPs contains the emission
412from the higher-energy states of the NPs or the near-surface
413region of the NPs, while peak 2 corresponds to the emission
414from interior of the NPs.33 Interestingly, peak 2 of CL
415emission closely matches with the PL peak position (single
416peak) and the absorption edge of the NPs. Thus, peak 2 of CL
417emission of the NPs corresponds to the near-band-edge
418emission.36 For the bulk film, peak 3 corresponds to the band
419edge emission (discussed later), while peaks 1 and 2 may be
420related to the surface and defect emissions.33 Thus, a direct
421correlation between the CL and PL emission peaks could be
422made from our data, for the first time. From Figure 5a, it is also
423evident that the FWHM of the CL peak of Per film is higher
424than that of the NPs, which may be due to the higher defects in
425the bulk crystals than in the NPs.37 Due to the presence of
426defects, the CL and PL emissions may be partially quenched
427within the bulk CH3NH3PbBr3 crystals. Figure S7a (Support-
428ing Information) shows the comparison of the normalized CL
429spectra of bulk film and Per NPs. From Figure S7a, it is evident
430that the CL emission peaks are blue-shifted systematically in
431the Per NPs than in Per film, which is attributed to the
432increased band gap due to the formation of NPs. Note that
433with a decrease in perovskite precursor concentration, the
434peaks are blue-shifted, due to the reduced size of the Per NPs.
435The high surface area of the Si NW/NCs also plays a crucial
436role in the enhancement of CL intensity, which is further
437probed by the measurement on the Si NWs of different
438lengths. Figure 5b shows the variation of CL intensity of the
439Per NPs (P2) with different lengths of NWs. The sample N3
440represents the Si NW with 10 min etching time, while N2
441corresponds to 15 min etching. Note that the regular NW is 20
442min etched. Figure 5b shows a systematic enhancement in CL
443intensity upon increasing the surface area of the NW template.
444The CL intensity of Per NPs as a function of etching time
445shows a linear increase, as shown in the inset of Figure 5b. The
446CL emission for the electron beam with different accelerating
447voltages of the Per film is shown in Figure 5c, which shows that
448the CL intensity increases with the increasing accelerating
449voltage. With an increase in the acceleration voltage, the
450number of electron−optical interactions is enhanced, and as a
451result, the CL emission intensity is enhanced.37 Figure S7b
452(Supporting Information) shows the normalized CL peaks of
453the bulk sample with different accelerating voltages, which
454shows the broadening of the CL peaks and their shifts. A
455careful observation of Figure S7b reveals that with an increase
456in the accelerating voltage of electron beam, the broadening of
457CL peak decreases. The FWHM of the CL peak of the bulk
458film is ∼75 nm for 10 kV, while it is ∼63 and ∼61 nm for
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459 accelerating voltages 15 and 20 kV, respectively. It is
460 considered that for the low accelerating voltage the electrons
461 are scattered with phonons resulting in higher FWHM, while at
462 a higher accelerating voltage, the scattering is less and the
463 FWHM is lower. As the accelerating voltage increases, the e-
464 beam affects the deeper interior region of the CH3NH3PbBr3
465 crystals and hence CL photons generate in the interior region
466 of the crystals. These CL photons are partially reabsorbed by
467 the crystal, which results in the red shift of the CL peak.35,37

468 Note that for the lower accelerating voltage the interaction
469 between the electron and the sample is probably near the
470 surface of the crystals, which corresponds to lower
471 reabsorption. Our results are consistent with Diab, who
472 reported the red shift with the increasing accelerating voltage
473 in the CL spectrum of the CH3NH3PbBr3 single crystal.35

474 3.4. Photoluminescence Study. To evaluate the light
475 emission properties of the Per NPs, we have measured the PL
476 spectra of the Per NPs on the Si NWs by varying the
477 perovskite precursor concentrations, and the results are shown

f6 478 in Figure 6a. The Per film shows a sharp PL peak at 555 nm
479 corresponding to the band edge transition of the
480 CH3NH3PbBr3 crystal. From Figure 6a, it is evident that the
481 PL spectra of Per NPs are dramatically higher than those of the
482 Per film. The Inset of Figure 6a shows the variation of PL peak
483 intensity and position with the precursor concentration. Note
484 that N1P1 corresponds to the highest precursor concentration
485 (0.6 M) and it decreases gradually for samples N1P2 (0.3 M),
486 N1P3 (0.15 M), and N1P4 (0.075 M). Interestingly, N1P2
487 shows the highest peak intensity, which may be due to the
488 optimum density and size of the NPs decorated on the NWs.
489 N1P1 possesses bigger-size Per NPs as compared to N1P2 (as
490 shown in TEM analysis), which results in the lower intensity of

491the PL peak than in N1P2. For samples N1P3 and N1P4, the
492PL peak intensity is lesser than that of N1P2, which is due to
493the decrease in the density of the Per NPs on the NW surface,
494as shown in Figure S4 (Supporting Information). The
495normalized PL spectra of different samples are shown in
496Figure S8a (Supporting Information). A significant amount of
497blue shift of the PL peak is observed for Per NPs embedded on
498the NW template as compared to the bulk Per film. The blue
499shifts are 30, 39, 41, and 41 nm for samples N1P1, N1P2,
500N1P3, and N1P4, respectively. This systematic blue shift in PL
501peak is attributed to the change in the band gap of the Per NPs
502with decreasing size.16,18 The dramatically enhanced PL
503intensity from Per NPs is attributed to the (a) quantum
504confinement effect and high radiative recombination in the Per
505NPs and (b) high surface area and enhanced optical absorption
506by the NPs on the NW template.26,32,17

507It is well known that the quantum structured particles show
508enhanced emission due to the high radiative recombination
509than their bulk counterpart. The restricted charge diffusion and
510less nonradiative defect centers are partly responsible for the
511enhanced PL of the NPs. Thus, in our case, the enhanced PL
512intensity of Per NPs embedded on the NW surface is most
513likely due to the quantum confinement of carriers and high
514radiative recombination. Note that the light-induced defect-
515curing study also confirms that the bulk crystals are more
516defect-enriched (discussed later) than the Per NPs. Note that
517from the PL peak position of the bulk film (∼555 nm), the
518calculated band gap Eg = 2.23 eV is very close to the band gap
519derived from the DRS analysis (2.22 eV). The size of the NPs
520observed here falls in the weak confinement region. However, a
521rough estimate of the band gap for the 8.2 nm particles (in
522N1P2) from the well-known Brus equation reveals a band gap

Figure 6. (a) Comparison of PL spectra of samples N1P1−4 and the perovskite film. The PL spectrum of bulk is scaled up by 100 times to enable
comparison with the others. The inset displays the variation of PL peak intensity and position with precursor concentration. (b) Comparison of PL
spectra of Per NPs on different time etched Si NW templates. The inset shows the variation of PL peak intensity with NW etching time. (c)
Comparison of normalized CL, PL peaks and the K−M function of sample N1P2. (d) Comparison of normalized CL, PL peaks and the K−M
function of sample bulk.
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523 of 2.41 eV for the Per NPs, assuming the effective mass to be
524 the same as that of the bulk effective mass (μ = 0.12m0) of
525 electron in CH3NH3PbBr3.

17,38 Interestingly, the estimated
526 band gap value matches fairly well with the value measured
527 from the PL spectrum (2.40 eV). Our earlier study on
528 perovskite quantum dots embedded in the TiO2 template
529 validated the use of Brus equation with the bulk effective mass
530 value for the estimation of band gap for Per QDs.11 Thus, the
531 quantum confinement effect is believed to play the major role
532 in the observed blue shift and strong enhancement of CL/PL
533 intensity for the Per NPs.
534 The high surface area of mesoporous Si NWs and enhanced
535 optical absorption play important roles in the dramatically
536 enhanced PL of the Per NPs. It is well known that the MACE-
537 grown NW shows enhanced optical absorption due to the
538 multiple reflections and light trapping by the NW array.31 This
539 leads to the high absorption of Per NPs, as shown in the DRS
540 analysis, and it plays an important role in the enhancement of
541 PL intensity. The PL spectra of Per NPs on different time
542 etched NWs further support this assertion. Figure 6b shows the
543 comparative PL spectra of Per NPs on NWs etched for 10 min
544 (N3P1), 15 min (N2P1), and 20 min (N1P1), and it shows a
545 systematic increase in PL intensity with the increasing NW
546 length. The PL intensity of Per NPs as a function of etching
547 time shows a linear increase, as shown in the inset of Figure 6b.
548 The PL spectra of bare NWs of different lengths is shown in
549 Figure S9 (Supporting Information). Note that the bare NWs
550 show broad PL emission in the range 500−800 nm due to the
551 nonbridging oxygen hole center defects in the Si/SiOx
552 interface.27 However, their intensity is very low compared to
553 that of the Per NPs.25 To quantify the PL emission efficiency,
554 the PL quantum yield (PL QY) of different samples was
555 measured. The PL QYs of the bulk, N1P1, N1P2, N1P3, and
556 N1P4 samples are 2.78, 32.21, 39.38, 40.3, and 40.5%
557 respectively, as shown in Figure S8b (Supporting Information).
558 Note that the enhancement factor in PL QY of the NPs with
559 respect to the bulk film is much lesser than the enhancement
560 factor of PL peak intensity because the PL QY measurement
561 takes into account the contribution of PL enhancement due to
562 increased optical absorption in the Per NPs. Note that the PL
563 QY of the Per NPs on mesoporous NW is considerably high as
564 compared to the reported value for CH3NH3PbBr3 in a solid
565 film form.16,39 For a comparison purpose, we studied the PL
566 emission from the Per NPs grown on a mesoporous TiO2
567 substrate, which is commercially available and used for solar
568 cell applications. However, the measured PL intensity in this
569 case was much lower than that in the case of NPs on Si NWs.
570 This is due to the fact that TiO2 acts as the electron acceptor
571 and it quenches the PL intensity. In contrast, here, the Si NWs
572 are heavily n-doped and thus may act as an electron donor,
573 eventually resulting in higher recombination. Thus, the present
574 work with mesoporous Si NW templates shows superior PL
575 and CL emissions, suitable for device application. Note that
576 the measured PL QY of the Per NPs may be partly affected by
577 the Si NCs/NWs where they are embedded. We expect partial
578 quenching of the PL intensity of the Per NPs by Si NCs/NWs
579 due to reabsorption and possible energy transfer effects.24 This
580 was further verified by depositing the well-known fluorophores
581 (rhodamine B) on our mesoporous Si NWs, and the measured
582 QY was lesser (by ∼16%, quenching) than that found using a
583 quartz substrate. Thus, partial quenching of the PL by the Si
584 NWs results in a lower QY than the actual QY of the Per NPs,
585 which will be much higher. The details of PL spectra and

586calculated band gap from the PL peak center are summarized
587 t1in Table 1. Figure 6c shows the normalized CL, PL emission

588and K−M plots for sample N1P2 with deconvoluted peaks,
589which shows a direct correlation between the CL emission and
590the PL emission as well as the absorption spectrum.40 The CL
591peak of Per NPs is deconvoluted with two peaks, while the PL
592peak contains a single peak. Peak 2 of CL emission closely
593matches with the PL emission peak and absorption edge
594representing the near-band-edge emission.36 The origin of
595peak 1 of CL emission corresponds to the photons coming
596from the near-surface region/higher-lying states of the NPs.33

597Note that due to higher-energy electron excitation, the CL
598peak contains additional contribution from higher-energy
599transitions in the NP energy states.33 A similar correlation
600can be made between the PL, CL and absorbance data for the
601bulk film, as shown in Figure 6d. In Figure 6d, peak 3 of CL
602emission of the bulk film represents the band edge emission,
603while peaks 1 and 2 represent the defect and surface emission
604peaks, respectively.34 The details of the different CL and PL
605 t2peak parameters are summarized in Table 2. Thus, our results
606demonstrate a direct correlation between the CL and PL
607emission spectra, for the first time.
6083.5. Stability of Per NPs under High-Humidity
609Ambient. Generally, an organometal halide perovskite
610material starts degrading upon exposure to water and oxygen
611molecules, which is a well-known phenomenon. In this work,
612the stability of Per NPs embedded in NWs and Per films on Si
613wafers has been compared by PL and XRD measurements. The
614light-induced in situ defect curing and the light-induced
615degradation of the Per NPs and the Per film were studied using
616a 405 nm laser.41 The evolution of the PL spectra with light
617irradiation time is shown in Figure S10 (Supporting
618 f7Information) for N1P2 and bulk samples. Figure 7a shows
619the variation of PL peak intensity with the irradiation time of
620both N1P2 and bulk samples. Interestingly, the PL peak
621intensity increased up to 20 min of irradiation and it is
622maximum for 20 min irradiation time for both samples. This
623type of enhancement of PL due to light irradiation is attributed
624to the removal of defects with light irradiation.41 Light
625irradiation may help reducing the nonradioactive deep-level
626defect centers in the crystal, which eventually leads to increase
627in the PL intensity. Note that with light irradiation for 20 min,
628the PL intensity of the bulk film is enhanced to 1.5 times that
629of the initial PL intensity, whereas PL intensity of N1P2 is
630enhanced by 1.1 times. The higher enhancement in the case of
631the bulk sample confirms that the bulk crystals are more
632defect-enriched than the NPs, which is responsible for its low
633PL QY. With prolonged irradiation (beyond 20 min), the PL
634peak intensity decreases monotonically with time for both the
635samples (Per film and Per NPs). This decrease in PL may be
636due to the enhancing phonons of the crystals by laser heating

Table 1. Summary of the Average Size of the Per NPs and
Their PL Spectral Features

sample
code

Per NPs size
(mean) (nm)

PL peak
center (nm)

PL peak
energy (eV)

PL quantum
yield (%)

bulk 555 2.23 2.8
N1P1 11.9 525 2.36 32.2
N1P2 8.2 516 2.40 39.4
N1P3 7.2 514 2.41 40.3
N1P4 7.0 514 2.41 40.5
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637 and degradation of CH3NH3PbBr3 for continuous high-
638 intensity light irradiation in ambient air.
639 Interestingly, CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs on NW show dramatically
640 improved ambient stability over planar bulk films. The
641 decomposition of the layer was monitored by PL peak
642 intensity measurements after storage. The samples N1P2 and
643 bulk were stored in ambient air with 70% humidity after
644 fabrication, PL spectra were measured after 10 and 20 days of
645 storage, and results are shown in Figure 7b. The inset of Figure
646 7b shows the variation of PL peak intensity of the samples with
647 days of exposure in air. Interestingly, after 20 days of exposure
648 to humid atmosphere, the PL peak intensity of the perovskite
649 thin film is decreased by ∼73%, while that for N1P2 is
650 decreased only by 9%. Thus, the ambient air degradation
651 process of the Per NPs embedded in NW is extremely slow as
652 compared to the bulk film. The ambient air stability of the Per
653 NPs confined in mesoporous NW and the Per film can also be
654 assessed from the XRD analysis. Figure S11 (Supporting
655 Information) shows the comparison of the XRD pattern of as-
656 grown and 20 days old (kept in ambient air with ∼70%
657 humidity) samples. Note that after 20 days the (100) XRD
658 peak intensity of the bulk film is decreased dramatically by
659 ∼66%, while that of Per NPs (N1P2) decreases merely by
660 ∼32% as compared to the fresh ones. This confirms that the
661 bulk film degraded faster than the embedded Per NPs. Note
662 that in humid air CH3NH3PbBr3 degrades to CH3NH3PbBr
663 and PbBr2. The XRD pattern of the degraded Per film (20 days
664 old) shows also the strong peak associated with PbBr2, while
665 the XRD pattern of 20 days old N1P2 contains low-intensity
666 peaks associated with PbBr2. The high density of porous NW
667 arrays acts as a kind of encapsulation of the Per NPs from the
668 air, which results in the enhanced air stability of the Per NPs
669 confined in porous NW.
670 In perovskite thin films, there are pinholes and grain
671 boundaries through which water molecules from the
672 atmosphere can easily diffuse to trigger decomposition. The

673significant air stability of Per NPs embedded on the NW
674surface can be rationalized by considering the effective
675protection provided by the dense stable vertical Si NW array.
676The dense NW array can slow down the lateral diffusion of
677oxygen and water molecules in Per NPs, which results in their
678better stability and slower decomposition rate.42 Thus, the
679stability of the NPs is much improved due to the encapsulation
680from surrounding atmosphere by the stable Si NW.
6813.6. Low-Temperature Photoluminescence Study. To
682investigate the origin of high PL QY of Per NPs, we further
683performed the temperature-dependent PL measurements.
684 f8Figure 8a,b shows the PL spectra of N1P2 and bulk samples,
685respectively, in the temperature range 15−300 K. From the
686low-temperature PL analysis, we can estimate two important
687parameters, exciton−phonon scattering and exciton binding
688energy (BE), which play an important role in the high PL QY
689of the NPs.43 It is clear from the figure that the PL peak
690intensity is decreased and a gradual blue shift of the peak is
691observed as the temperature is increased from 15 to 300 K. In
692general, for semiconductors, with an increase in the temper-
693ature, the band gap decreases and a red shift is expected due to
694enhanced electron−phonon interaction caused by increased
695phonon population and weak contribution of thermal
696expansion.43 Note that perovskite materials show the unusual
697blue shift of PL emission, i.e., the band gap increases with the
698increasing temperature.43,44 Yu et al. argued that in perovskite
699the contribution of electron−phonon interaction is negligible
700and the dominant contribution of lattice thermal expansion
701with positive temperature coefficient results in the increase in
702the band gap with the decreasing temperature.45 Figure 8c
703shows the variation of the integrated PL intensity with
704temperature for Per NPs and the Per film. The integrated
705intensity of each PL spectrum has been normalized by PL
706intensity at room temperature (300 K) for easy comparison. At
707higher temperature, the nonradiative recombination channels
708are more active, which results in the decrease in PL intensity.

Table 2. Details of the Fitting Parameters of CL and PL Emission Peaks and Their Correlation

CL peak 1 CL peak 2 (PL peak) CL peak 3 (PL peak)

sample code position (nm) FWHM (nm) position (nm) FWHM (nm) position (nm) FWHM (nm)

N1P1 501.0 35.4 520.1 (525.0) 34.6 (24.3)
N1P2 497.7 34.2 518.2 (516.2) 37.5 (30.5)
N1P3 494.9 27.2 518.5 (514.2) 38.8 (28.6)
N1P4 491.1 33.2 514.9 (514.8) 38.7 (27.4)
bulk 510.0 56.3 527.3 33.0 554.4 (555.1) 33.1 (23.3)

Figure 7. (a) Variation of PL peak intensity of N1P2 and bulk with light irradiation time. (b) Comparison of PL spectra of sample N1P2 and
perovskite film as deposited, 10 and 20 days old (kept in ambient air with 70% humidity). The inset shows the variation of normalized PL peak
intensity of N1P2 and bulk samples with days of exposure in the air.
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709 In the low-temperature region (<50 K), a more rapid change in
710 PL intensity for the Per film is associated with the low exciton
711 binding energy/defects related to PL quenching in the bulk
712 film. For the Per film, the integrated PL intensity at 15 K is
713 enhanced by 57 times as compared to that at 300 K, while for
714 Per NPs, it is enhanced only by 33 times. Thus, the PL spectra
715 of the Per film show high quenching of PL at room
716 temperature due to the high density of nonradiative trap
717 sites, which are inactivated at a low temperature, causing high
718 PL. In contrast, Per NPs show much lower quenching of PL at
719 room temperature due to lower contribution of nonradiative
720 recombination centers.
721 Temperature-dependent PL line width was measured for
722 explaining the exciton−phonon scattering. Figure 8d shows the
723 comparison of temperature-dependent FWHM of PL peaks for
724 Per NPs and Per film in the temperature region 120−300 K.
725 Note that the low-temperature PL spectrum shows a single
726 peak in the temperature range 300−120 K, while below 120 K,
727 each spectrum splits into multiple peaks. For a better
728 comparison of the evolution of FWHM with temperature for
729 the two samples, the FWHM at each temperature is

730normalized to the FWHM at 300 K. For the Per film, the
731increase in line width is faster with an increase in the
732temperature than that of Per NPs. The higher broadening in
733the Per film is due to the enhanced carrier-phonon scattering
734and nonradiative decay of excitons. We further investigated the
735exciton binding energy of Per NPs and Per film from the
736temperature-dependent integrated PL intensity using the
737Arrhenius equation27

I t
I

E k T
2 ( )

1 exp( / )
0

b b
=

+ − 738(2)

739where I0 is the integrated PL intensity at very low temperature,
740Eb is the exciton binding energy, and kb is the Boltzmann
741constant. Figure 8e,f shows the variation of integrated PL
742intensity with the inverse of temperature (1/T) for N1P2 and
743Per film samples, respectively. The data points are well-fitted
744with by the Arrhenius equation, and the obtained exciton
745binding energy for Per NPs is ∼113.1 meV, while that of Per
746film is ∼70.2 meV. The higher Eb value of Per NPs originates
747from the quantum confinement of carriers in the NPs.43 The
748lower Eb in Per films implies thermal escape of carriers and

Figure 8. (a) Temperature-dependent PL spectra of Per NPs confined in NW (N1P2). (b) Comparison of temperature-dependent PL spectra of
the CH3NH3PbBr3 film. The inset shows the variation of PL intensity in temperature range 220−300 K. (c) Variation of normalized integrated PL
intensity of N1P2 and bulk samples with temperature. (d) Variation of FWHM of PL peaks with temperature for N1P2 and bulk film samples. (e, f)
Arrhenius plot of N1P2 and bulk film samples, respectively.
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749 dissociation of excitons more easily than that in Per NPs. Thus,
750 at room temperature, the nonradiative decay process due to
751 the thermal dissociation of excitons is less probable for Per
752 NPs, which results in the high PL QY.43

753 In the low-temperature region (<80 K), the PL spectra of
754 Per NPs and Per film contain multiple peaks.43,44 PL emission
755 with multiple peaks that appear for organic−inorganic lead
756 halide perovskite in the low-temperature PL measurements has
757 remained a controversial issue. To understand the origin of the
758 multiple peaks in the low-temperature PL spectra, we have
759 deconvoluted the PL spectra with multiple peaks. The PL
760 spectra of N1P2 and bulk at 15 K were fitted with five and
761 three Gaussian peaks, respectively, which are shown in Figure
762 S12a,b (Supporting Information), respectively. The origin of
763 multiple-peak PL emission in low-temperature spectra is
764 mostly explained by the coexistence of different phases of
765 CH3NH3PbBr3, emissions from defect states, and emission
766 from bound and free excitons. CH3NH3PbBr3 crystals show
767 three different phases, orthorhombic (<145 K), tetragonal
768 (145−237 K), and cubic (>237 K), which result in PL peaks
769 with different positions.43 Chen et al. reported that the
770 different subpeaks of CH3NH3PbBr3 originate from bound and
771 free excitons.44 In our case, three peaks are observed for the
772 bulk film at low temperature, which may be related to the
773 intrinsic emission and defect-related emission peaks. In the
774 case of Per NPs, additional peaks are observed, which may be
775 related to the coexistence of multiple phases of the Per
776 nanocrystals. The defect contribution is expected to be lower
777 in Per NPs. However, at low temperature, radiative and
778 nonradiative peaks both contribute to the PL and the
779 additional peaks appear in the spectrum. Further investigation
780 is necessary for a better understanding of the PL peaks with a
781 very narrow line width.
782 3.7. Time-Resolved Photoluminescence Study. To
783 investigate the recombination kinetics of photogenerated
784 charge carriers, time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL)
785 measurements were performed on the CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs
786 and the Per film with 405 nm laser excitation and the emission
787 intensity was monitored at the steady-state PL peak center of

f9 788 each sample. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the TRPL decay

789 profiles of different Per NP samples and the Per film. TRPL
790 data profiles were fitted using a triexponential decay function
791 as46
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793where A1, A2, and A3 are the amplitudes of the TRPL decay
794with lifetimes τ1, τ2, and τ3, respectively. The average lifetimes
795(τave) were estimated using the following relation.
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797The details of the time constants (τi) and amplitudes (Ai) of
798different samples are tabulated in Table S2 (Supporting
799Information). The average lifetimes were found to be 10.2,
80014.9, 18.2, 22.1, and 18.0 for bulk film, N1P1, N1P2, N1P3,
801and N1P4, respectively. It is clear from the TRPL decay
802profiles that the average recombination lifetimes of Per NPs are
803significantly higher than those of the bare CH3NH3PbBr3 film.
804The higher PL decay time corresponds to the high radiative
805recombination of carriers in the Per NPs than in the bulk
806counterpart.26,46 Ling et al. showed the prolonged lifetime for
807CH3NH3PbBr3 nanoplatelet due to the extraordinarily high
808radiative recombination rate than that for the bulk perov-
809skite.46 Note that light-irradiation-dependent PL evolution and
810low-temperature PL studies support the high radiative
811recombination in the Per NPs confined on the mesoporous
812NW surface. The CL study also confirms the high defects in
813bulk CH3NH3PbBr3 crystals. Thus, the high radiative
814recombination of the Per NPs is the main cause of dramatically
815enhanced PL from the Per NPs on the NW template.
816Interestingly, the lifetimes are higher for N1P2 and N1P3 than
817those of N1P1, which is consistent with the fact that NP sizes
818are lower for N1P2 and N1P3.
8193.8. Performance of a Per NP/Si NW Heterojunction
820Photodetector. The ultrahigh surface area and enhanced
821optical absorption by the Per NP-decorated NW array make
822this heterostructure also promising in other optoelectronic
823applications along with different light-emitting applications.
824Here, we have fabricated photodetectors using the
825CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs grown on mesoporous Si NWs, and the
826 f10device architecture is schematically shown in Figure 10a. In the
827device structure, gold is used as the bottom electrode at the
828back side of the Si wafer where NWs were grown and a thin
829layer of Au serves as the semitransparent top electrode
830deposited on top of the Per NP-decorated NW (N1P2). Note
831that the starting Si wafer is heavily doped and it makes a
832reasonably good ohmic contact with the Au layer on the back
833side. Figure 10b shows time-dependent photocurrent response
834curves with the light on/off intervals of 5 s under 405 nm
835incident light with an illumination intensity of 8 mW/cm2 and
836an applied bias of 2 V. The dynamic photoresponse of the
837CH3NH3PbBr3/Si NW heterojunction photodetector indicates
838that the devices possess a good photoswitching behavior. To
839quantitatively understand the response speed, the rise and
840decay edges of the time-dependent photocurrent were fitted
841using a single exponential function given by47
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845where I0r, I0d, A1, and A2 are constants while τg and τd are time
846constants for the photocurrent growth and decay, respectively.

Figure 9. TRPL decay dynamics of samples N1P1−4 and the
perovskite bulk film.
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847 The photocurrent growth time (τg) was obtained to be ∼0.32
848 s, whereas photocurrent decay time (τd) was obtained to be
849 ∼0.28 s from the fitting as shown in Figure 10c. This
850 photoresponse speed at such a low bias (2 V) is significantly
851 high compared to that of the reported response of
852 CH3NH3PbBr3-based photodetectors.5,6

853 The spectral responsivity (Rλ) is an important parameter for
854 the estimation of the performance of the photodetector, which
855 shows how efficiently the detector responds to an optical
856 signal. The responsivity (Rλ) of the photodetector was
857 calculated using the equation5

R
I
PS

Ph=λ
858 (7)

859 where IPh refers to the photocurrent, P is the incident light
860 power density, and S is the effective illuminated area. Figure
861 10d depicts the wavelength-dependent responsivity of the
862 heterojunction photodetector at 2 V reverse bias, which shows
863 a maximum responsivity of 223 mA/W at 440 nm incident
864 light. The inset of Figure 10d shows the dependence of

865photocurrent on the incident light intensity, which reveals that
866with the increase in incident light intensity the photocurrent
867increases linearly. On increasing the incident light intensity,
868more photogenerated carriers are produced and hence the
869photocurrent of the device is increased linearly at a low
870intensity level.
871The detectivity (D*) of the photodetector signifies the
872capability of detecting low-level light signals, taking into
873account the contributions of the photocurrent and dark
874current. D* is expressed as

D
R

qJ(2 )d
1/2* = λ

875(8)

876where Jd is the dark current density and q is the charge of
877electron. The maximum detectivity of the photodetector was
878found as 7.22 × 1010 Jones at 440 nm, as shown in Figure S13a
879(Supporting Information). To check the stability of the
880photodetector, we measured the time-dependent photocurrent
881under the same measurement conditions keeping the device for
88220 days in ambient air with 70% humidity. Figure S13b

Figure 10. (a) Schematic illustration of Per NP/Si NW heterojunction photodetector. (b) Time-dependent photoresponse of CH3NH3PbBr3 NP/
Si NW perovskite photodetector under 405 nm laser irradiation with intensity 8 mW/cm2 at 2 V bias. (c) Enlarged view of growth and decay of
time-dependent photocurrent fitted with a single exponential function. (d) Wavelength-dependent responsivity of the photodetector, and the inset
shows light-intensity-dependent photocurrents under 405 nm laser irradiation with linear fitting. (e, f) Energy band diagram of Per NPs and Si NW
without bias and with reverse bias conditions, respectively.
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883 (Supporting Information) shows time-dependent photocurrent
884 response curves with on/off intervals of 5 s under 405 nm
885 incident light with an illumination intensity of 8 mW/cm2

886 under a 2 V reverse bias. After 20 days of storage of the device
887 in ambient air, the photocurrent decreased from 66 to 46 μA,
888 which shows reasonable stability of the device. For
889 comparison, the photocurrent response of the bare Si NWs
890 was measured at 2 V with an illumination intensity of 8 mW/
891 cm2. However, no appreciable photocurrent was observed at
892 low intensity, which is believed to be due to the high
893 recombination of carriers. However, at a higher illumination
894 intensity, the photocurrent was measurable in the NWs. Figure
895 S14 (Supporting Information) shows time-dependent photo-
896 current response curves for bare Si NWs (without Per NPs)
897 with the light on/off intervals of 5 s under 405 nm incident
898 light with an illumination intensity of 50 mW/cm2 and an
899 applied bias of 2 V. Clearly, the Si NWs show very slow
900 photoresponse speed with low responsivity (24.8 mA/W) as
901 compared to that of the Per NPs/Si NW herterojunction
902 photodetector (223 mA/W). Thus, the perovskite photo-
903 detector shows much superior performance than the Si NW-
904 based photodetector.
905 Figure 10e,f shows the schematic representation of the band
906 diagram of the Si NW/CH3NH3PbBr3 NP heterostructure
907 without and with reverse bias conditions.48 It is well known
908 that MACE-grown Si NW arrays are covered with a thin SiO2
909 layer due to the wet etching process. STEM-EDS elemental
910 mapping also confirmed that the NW is uniformly covered
911 with an oxide layer, as shown in Figure S15 (Supporting
912 Information). This insulating SiO2 layer plays a crucial role in
913 the strongly enhanced PL emission from the Per NPs confined
914 in the mesopores of the NW surface. This oxide layer acts as a
915 barrier between Si NW and CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs. As shown in
916 Figure 10e, due to the photoexcitation, electron−hole pairs are
917 generated inside Per NPs. These electrons cannot overcome
918 the energy barrier at the oxide layer between Si NW and Per
919 NPs and hence they recombine radiatively causing high-yield
920 PL emission. Therefore, the quenching effect by the underlying
921 Si layer due to charge transfer is less probable owing to the
922 presence of the oxide layer. In the case of the perovskite/Si
923 NW photodetector, when a reverse bias is applied, the
924 photogenerated electrons−holes acquire the energy to partly
925 overcome the oxide barrier level or tunnel through the thin
926 layer to contribute to the photocurrent, as shown in Figure 10f.
927 As a result, the photocurrent is enhanced in the external circuit.

4. CONCLUSIONS
928 In summary, we have demonstrated the superior optoelec-
929 tronic properties of CH3NH3PbBr3 nanoparticles (NPs) grown
930 on a mesoporous Si NW template by means of their strong
931 cathodoluminescence (CL), stable photoluminescence (PL),
932 and fast photoresponse characteristics. Per NPs are fabricated
933 by simple spin-coating of a perovskite precursor on the surface
934 of a mesoporous Si NW array, which was grown by metal-
935 assisted chemically etching. The FESEM, FETEM, XRD, and
936 EDX analyses confirm the good decoration of crystalline Per
937 NPs over the entire surface of the mesoporous Si NWs. For the
938 first time, we have shown that the Per NPs confined in Si NWs
939 show enhanced CL emission with a marked blue shift as
940 compared to the bare perovskite film, which is fully consistent
941 with the PL spectra of Per NPs. A systematic study reveals that
942 the quantum confinement effect and ultralow defects in Per
943 NPs are mainly responsible for their enhanced CL and PL

944emissions. Low-temperature PL and time-resolved PL analyses
945confirm the high radiative recombination in Per NPs. High
946exciton binding energy for Per NPs (113 meV) as compared to
947the bulk film (70 meV) is fully consistent with the quantum
948confinement of carrier in Per NPs. We obtained a high 40.5%
949PL quantum yield for the Per NP film embedded in Si NW,
950while it is only 2.8% for the Per film on Si wafer. The
951embedded Per NPs show higher ambient air stability than the
952bare film due to the protection provided by the dense Si NW
953array as the dense Si NW array can slow down the lateral
954diffusion of oxygen and water molecules in Per NPs. The as-
955grown Per NPs exhibited superior visible light photodetection,
956and the prototype photodetector shows a responsivity of 0.223
957A/W and a response speed of ∼0.28 s at a low bias voltage (2
958V), which are significant compared to the reported values in
959the CH3NH3PbBr3 photodetector. In this study, we demon-
960strate a low-cost and easy fabrication of CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs on
961a novel mesoporous Si NW template, which shows excellent
962photophysical and optoelectronic properties with superior
963ambient stability. This report may stimulate further inves-
964tigation of Si NW/Perovskite heterostructures for various
965kinds of cutting-edge applications including LEDs, laser,
966photovoltaic cells, photodetectors, etc.
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